
CHRISTMAS MUSIC VIDEO PROJECT 
 
Visit the following website and find an appropriate children's song: 
http://www.alittlechristmasmagic.com/kmp3x.html 
 
Keep in mind when listening that you are looking for a song that will allow you to use lots of different clipart and motion. 
You can use both animated and just regular clipart for this project. 
 
Requirements: 
 You must use the entire song. If you are concerned about coming up with enough, then I suggest you get a shorter 

song  
 You must add lots of motion (appropriate motion, though.. if an animal is jumping, either find an animated GIF of that 

animal jumping or add custom animation to make it jump) 
 You must include some animated graphics 

Some sites that might be useful-- 
• http://www.animatedgif.net/seasonal/xmas/xmas.shtml 
• http://toons.artie.com/christmas/ 

 You must add some motion paths 
 You must use varying speeds for motion (some very slow, some very fast, etc.) 
 Presentation must look like a cartoon, not a business presentation (no fancy backgrounds, etc.); be sure to set your 

scene (if it is outside, be sure to have some trees, a house, or whatever, to depict your scene) 
 Use appropriate clipart to make the "scene"; must be high quality and not fuzzy 

 
 

Requirements Points Possible Deduction 
Located song from the website and saved as MP3 10  
Song is at least 2 minutes in length 20  
Looks "cartoonish" 50  
Setting is obvious; clipart is used to show scene 20  
Custom animation is used appropriately--some entrance, some 
emphasis, and some exit   
  NOTE--Where (list) 
 

30  

At least two custom motion paths are created and used 
  NOTE-- Where (list) 
 

10  

Some animation is set to appear "with" other animation so 
motion is occurring in more than one place at the same time 
  NOTE-- Where (list) 
 

10  

Appropriate, high quality clipart is used; no blurry art 30  
Animated GIFs are used (candles, Christmas lights, etc.) 
  NOTE-- Where (list) 
 

10  

Project is fast moving… lots of action 20  
Different angles are used (zoom in, zoom out, to make cartoon 
appear more "real") 

20  

Runs automatically and timings are correct for song 10  
Turned in by due date 10  
TOTAL 250  
Comments: 
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